
 

 New Fassi F335A.2.25 e-dynamic on New Kenworth T880

 Knuckle Boom Cranes
  

  
  

 Status:

Make Model Ton Rating Boom Length Stock Number Serial Number

Fassi F335A.2.25 e-
dynamic

12.6765 47 BM-2625 3303-0423

Engine HP Transmission Suspension Miles Hours

Cummins ISX15 - Eaton Fuller
18SP Ultrashift

Hendrickson
PRIMAAX Air

- -

  
Features BASE - Base and lower part of the column in cast steel for perfect stress distribution and greater resistance. The
absence of welding ensures that the crane offers excellent characteristics of durability to fatigue. BOOMS GUIDE -
Extension booms guide shoes, with "forced" assembly to reduce vertical and horizontal clearance, ensuring greater
durability. Special guide shoes material with high sliding degree and low greasing request. TANK - Plastic tank, particularly
resistant to shocks and the corrosive action of any external element. LUBRICATION SYSTEM - Centralized lubrication
system of the base to guarantee easier access for maintenance and control operations. OUTRIGGER - Hydraulically
extendable outriggers also in "Extra wide" execution, with jointed outrigger rams plate and hoses fitted inside the stabilizer
supports. Independent hydraulic distributor for the control of the outriggers; it can be also activated by radio control
(option). Available as option manual or hydraulic tiltable outriggers. Optional VERSION C - Crane version with a shorter
secondary arm, to allow a greater height of under-hook lifting. Offers the possibility to lift especially bulky and heavy loads
vertically, near the column of the crane. Automatic hooking system for the positioning of the extension booms in transport
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position when crane is folded behind cab. WORK LIGHT - Powerful and versatile light that can be directed as required:
helps you to work safely, even in conditions of poor natural light. Can be activated by means of the radio remote control
pushbuttons. WINCH - Cable-operated lifting device equipped with an exclusive, patented mechanical, torque and end
stop limiter system which avoids the risks resulting from direct and indirect overload applied to the winch itself. Anti-
revolving cable and cable guide pulley to make easy the aligned winding of the cable on the winch drum.
  

  
  
  
  

Price is Ex Works
Sales Tax: Not included
FET: Not Included

Terms: 15% Non-Refundable Deposit up front w/ balance due upon completion. Quote valid for 30 days, subject to prior sale.
CraneWorks makes no claims with regard to roadability or permit requirements associated with the operation of this
equipment. It is the owner’s responsibility to verify that the purchased equipment meets local, state, and federal regulations. 

NOTE: If roadability is of concern, CraneWorks will provide a weight study from the manufacturer, but we cannot guarantee its
accuracy.
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